Part 1

Question 1
A) Two.  
B) Three.  
C) Fourteen.  
D) Seventeen.

Question 2
A) Because he had taught himself to read and write.  
B) Because he could not do well at school.  
C) Because he was too quiet to lead a life in church.  
D) Because he was too active for church life.

Question 3
A) He read books from neighbors as well as ones his family had.  
B) He often longed to travel far away by ship  
C) His education was over after he left school.  
D) He made paddles and flippers in order to swim faster.

Part 2

Question 1
A) Because the new queen from a Western country supported the ancient culture in Hawaii.  
B) Because most people in Hawaii were religious at that time.  
C) Because some Western people regarded the dancers’ appearance as inappropriate.  
D) Because the dance at that time was thought of as a part of Western culture.

Question 2
A) For about 20 years.  
B) For about 60 years.  
C) For about 80 years.  
D) For about 100 years

Question 3
A) Now the hula is taught at special schools with contemporary methods.  
B) The number of people who are taking hula lessons is becoming larger now.  
C) It is difficult to perform the hula, and it takes a lot of time to master it.  
D) The hula was started on the beach in Hawaii more than three hundred years ago.